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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate a case study of one U.S. Government agency’s
experience using Twitter as a platform for knowledge generation and exchange. It is
intended as a precursor to a more intense study. In 2012, the United States Agency for
International Development’s (USAID) Bureau for Food Security worked with the USAID
Knowledge-Driven Microenterprise Development (KDMD) project to pilot a series of Twitter
Chat activities, organized under the #AskAg hashtag. The initial objective was to give a
voice to development practitioners in the field by providing a monthly platform for them to
exchange knowledge on various subjects, with the understanding that the conversation
would happen in a transparent and accepted environment—Twitter. Since then, the Bureau
has conducted more than 20 #AskAg Twitter Chats with over 100 experts and
organizations. These Twitter Chats have covered a multitude of topics that relate to the
Bureau’s knowledge cycle. #AskAg Twitter Chats have evolved from a simple question and
answer format to a more robust, structured conversation due to the addition of a full-time
facilitator and participants’ greater familiarity with the Twitter platform. Maciej Chmielewski
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Introduction
In 2012, the USAID Bureau for Food Security was looking for a tool or process that would allow
for real-time knowledge transfer between their Washington, DC-based staff, their staff in the
field, and their implementing partners. The Bureau’s main question was, “How can we facilitate
a process where USAID employees and implementing partners can seek out time-sensitive
knowledge from each other and have a conversation around those findings?” The Bureau worked
with the USAID Knowledge-Driven Microenterprise Development (KDMD) project to pilot a
series of #AskAg Twitter Chats to test a possible answer to this question.
At the time, knowledge that could potentially enhance field staff’s work or alert teams to change
course was not flowing smoothly. Due to USAID’s nature—being an organization that relies on
timely data and scientific research to further its work—the act of transferring knowledge has to
be quick and easy.
The Bureau piloted various activities using different platforms. One such pilot involved holding
‘office hours’ for USAID DC staff to communicate with field staff during a given time frame
each month. This concept ultimately failed due to the time constraints and lack of technological
uptake. The Bureau was in search of an easily accessible online process that would allow for a
quick uptake, a low learning curve, and most importantly, accessibility for a wide audience. At
the time, USAID was looking to leverage an existing tool to lower the development barrier.
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Social media, and Twitter in particular, allowed the Bureau for Food Security to experiment with
a popular and evolving platform. Not only did this platform allow experts and users to interact,
but it also broadened the Bureau’s engagement with the audiences it serves by expanding its
outreach. Twitter was extremely well established among international social media platforms and
offered a foundation and a set of strict guidelines (such as a 140 character limit for each
message) that in turn gave users parameters for engagement.
#AskAg Twitter Chats
Over the course of the first 12 #AskAg Twitter Chats, the KDMD project continuously adapted
and enhanced the structure of the chats and the event preparation and implementation processes.
In addition to internal feedback loops, the KDMD project relied on feedback from participants
through surveys tweeted out immediately following each chat, as well as feedback collected
informally from experts following the chats.
#AskAg Twitter Chats originated as question and answer (Q&A) sessions for the Twitter
audience to ask specific questions of experts on a pre-determined topic. The KDMD project
encouraged users to submit questions both before and during the chat, and experts would answer
as many questions as the time allowed. Although this provided a useful outlet for experts to
promote a specific issue, the KDMD team realized over the course of the first several chats that,
with the help of participant feedback, this format could be improved. Although providing a space
for Q&A was useful, it did not maximize the potential of #AskAg chats as a platform for
community engagement. By guiding the chat towards two-way conversations between the
experts and individual chat participants, KDMD overlooked the opportunity for users to connect
both with the experts and with each other.
Subsequent #AskAg Twitter Chats were developed with the following primary goals:


Bring people together and engage in discussion on specific agriculture/food security
topics



Create a network of people interested in agriculture/food security on Twitter



Lower the barrier for USAID participation

While achieving the above goals, the #AskAg chats also sought to:


Connect Twitter users directly with experts and each other



Tap into existing networks of agriculture/food security Twitter users



Encourage greater collaboration between USAID offices, USAID Missions, and
implementing partners



Introduce Twitter to USAID staff and implementing partners (as experts or participants)



Create awareness of specific resources and tools



Increase awareness of the Bureau’s knowledge platform—Agrilinks —and showcase its
KM/technical expertise



Expand the Agrilinks audience



Generate resources to add to the Agrilinks Library
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Drive traffic back to Agrilinks

To meet these multifaceted needs, the KDMD project transitioned to a new format centered
around several guiding questions to maximize discussion and dialogue among the audience as a
whole. With this new approach, four to six guiding questions served to frame each conversation.
The questions, posted at 15-minute intervals during the chat, generated responses from both the
experts and participants. The 15-minute periods allowed for the entire user base to respond, ask
follow-up questions, and engage further on a given sub-topic. Participants also still had access to
ask direct questions to any of the experts. This enhanced format allowed for a robust
conversation while still achieving the Q&A nature of the activity.
Evaluating Impact
Twitter, like other social media platforms, presents certain challenges in terms of measuring
“impact”. Although access to a number of quantitative indicators is available, a big part of social
media’s value is its ability to generate substantive conversation and engagement. This latter
component, however, is not as easy to measure. To gauge the impact of #AskAg Twitter Chats,
the KDMD project collected both quantitative and qualitative data to reflect both sides of the
story. Below are a few statistics from the first 12 #AskAg Twitter Chats undertaken by the
KDMD project.
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Conclusion
Overall, #AskAg Twitter Chats have succeeded in bringing people together to discuss various
topics related to USAID’s mission while also creating a network of like-minded development
practitioners. Because they are fluid, #AskAg Chats continue to evolve to meet the needs of
BFS’s Twitter community,fostering increased engagement. Although it can be difficult to
capture social media impact, through a combination of quantitative assessment, participant
feedback, and documented interaction, the KDMD project and USAID have been able to see the
powerful knowledge sharing capabilities and opportunities that Twitter Chats can offer.
The #AskAg Twitter Chats are now led by KDMD’s successor, the Feed the Future KnowledgeDriven Agriculture Development (KDAD) project, and have been a driving force in setting a
high standard within the development community for knowledge transfer, particularly among the
online community. The chats have demonstrated tremendous value within the food security
circles and have a high chance of being replicated within other sectors.
One defining lesson from this experience is that, contrary to Twitter’s numerical valuations—
followers, following, and tweets—both the KDMD project and the Feed the Future KDAD
project have concluded that the numbers of people who join the chat are not as important as the
rich conversation generated through the activity regardless of the amount of people.
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